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Unless a particular problem directs otherwise, give an exact answer or one rounded to the 
nearest thousandth.

Geometry - Grade 8
1. In 1736, the cousin of the famous Gabriel Daniel Fahrenheit, Otto Fahrenheit, invented his 

angle measuring scale.  No rotation was 32˚, and half a rotation was 212˚.  When Otto 
Fahrenheit measured the 4 angles of a parallelogram with his not-so-famous Fahrenheit 
protractor and then added them, what was the sum?
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2. A rhombus is formed 
by connecting the 
midpoints of the sides 
of a rectangle with 
dimensions given.  
What is the area of the 
rhombus?

3. All three hexagons are regular.  R and S 

are midpoints of PQ  and RQ  
respectively.  If the area of the smallest 
hexagon is 12, what is the area of the 
largest?

4. What is the area of this pentagon?
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5. The floor in Karen’s room is a rectangle 9 feet by 12 feet.  New carpet for the room costs 
$15.95 per square yard.  How much will it cost for carpet to cover the floor in Karen’s room?

6. A four foot tall parking meter is located 36 feet from the base of a street light located on the 
top of 36 foot pole.  At night how many feet long is the shadow parking meter made by the 
street light?

7. POLYSTARZ is a star polygon formed by 
connecting nine points equally spaced 
around a circle in the manner shown.  
What is the sum of the nine angles whose 
vertices are on the circle?

8. Trapezoid TRAP has diagonals that are 
equal and perpendicular.  TD = DR = 4 
and PD = AD = 8.  The midpoints of 
TRAP are connected to form square 
SQUE.  What is the area of TRAP?

9. The 3-dimensional figure has PY, PR, and 
PM all mutually perpendicular at point P.  
The length of each of these segments is 18.  
What is the volume of this figure?

10. What is the surface area of the 
3-dimensional figure described 
in 9?
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